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Abstract

Using machine translation (MT) tools for language learning has become a common practice among language students in recent years. Studies have investigated how students use MT, how students and teachers perceive its benefits and drawbacks and how helpful it is for language learning. These studies indicate that students think MT tools are helpful in L2 writing due to their quick and easy access and use them in many aspects of L2 writing, such as vocabulary search, grammar checking, and writing revisions. However, concerns for the accuracy of outputs, the effectiveness of MT for language learning and academic integrity are shared among students and teachers. This present study is based on a survey of 12 teachers and 150 students across five different languages and three proficiency levels at a tertiary institution in New Zealand. The quantitative and qualitative data were analysed to compare MT use and perceptions among proficiency levels and languages as well as between teachers and students. The findings reveal patterns that indicate different practices and perceptions between students of non-alphabet-based and alphabet-based languages. The analysis also demonstrates correlations between advanced-level students and more sophisticated and critical use of MT. With the proliferation of MT tools with neural machine translation (NMT) systems and improvement in their accuracy, the findings of this study contribute to the understanding of MT literacy to ensure effective and critical use of MT with an awareness of unique contexts and expectations of L2 writing in different language courses.
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Introduction

Douglas Adam’s science fiction classic *The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy* (1979) predicted several technological advances. One of them is the Babel Fish. Described as “the oddest thing in the Universe,” the small, yellow and leech-like creature hid in people’s ears, giving them the power to “instantly understand anything said to [them] in any form of language” (p. 51). Common to many science fiction works, the idea of a universal translator has long fascinated humankind. However, when language students discovered two decades later an online translator of the same name, language teachers reacted with dismay and were quick to point out the limitations of machine translation engines. Luton (2003), for example, commented, “they cannot recognize idioms and tend to translate them word for word, producing nonsensical, if sometimes hilarious, results” (p. 767). Clearly, Altavista Babel Fish did not match the sophistication of its literary namesake. The main concern from a teacher’s perspective, however, seemed to be about its inappropriateness and inadequacy for language education, providing learners with “an easy way to dodge out of doing any work for an assignment and, in so doing, to avoid learning how to write in the target language” (p. 767).

A few decades later, more powerful and more accurate online translators, such as Google Translate, DeepL or Bing have replaced the now-extinct Altavista Babel Fish. Google Translate, the most well-known machine translation tool in 2022, provides real-time translation in over 100 languages. Translations for words, phrases or entire conversations can be entered by text, typed or finger-traced, or by voice, which in turn can be instantly transcribed. According to Google, the translator is used daily by over 500 million people, and as studies have shown, by numerous language students (Briggs, 2018; Delorme Benites *et al.*, 2021; Kok Wei, 2021), while language teachers still remain sceptical about their place in language education (Grove & Mundt, 2021).

Like many other machine translation tools, Google Translate started in 2006 as a statistical machine translation (SMT) service. Early studies reflect the shortcomings of SMT for language learning, often producing errors in word choice, syntax, and discourse (Jolley & Maimone, 2015; Niño, 2009; Williams, 2006). At the end of 2016, Google transitioned its translating method to neural machine translation (NMT). NMT uses deep learning techniques to translate whole sentences at a time, producing more accurate results. This development was a turning point in Machine Translation (MT). While previous MT systems stumbled over typos, reproducing the identical misspelt word in the translation, NMT does not only correct words. Drawing on a continuously expanding corpus (growing with every entry), it can translate less commonly used words, idioms, and colloquial language. Ducar and Schocket (2018) point out that Google Translate still fails to consider “context, connotation, denotation, register, and culture play in language production” (p. 785), and some issues with grammatical accuracy persist. Yet, as recent studies have shown, Google Translate outperforms the average intermediate-level language learner (Lee, 2022), leading some to claim that machine translation will be able to compete with human translation in the near future (Crossley, 2018, p. 543).

While Adam’s Babel Fish will most certainly remain in the realm of utopia, the descendants of the AltaVista Babel Fish are likely to continue to challenge language education. Scholars are starting to realise that rather than fighting the use of machine translation tools teachers are better served by exploring how students can use them appropriately and adequately for language learning.

This chapter provides insights into the ways university students at different proficiency levels of language study in Chinese, French, German, Japanese and Spanish make use of machine translation tools. Contrary to the expectations of their teachers, many used the tools to support rather than circumvent learning, displaying innovative and creative learning strategies. The results of the study indicate that machine translation does not present a threat to language education, but that language teacher and
Language learners need to develop MT literacy skills to evaluate and engage in new language learning opportunities in the 21st century.

**Literature Review**

Language learners’ frequent and extensive use of machine translation (MT) has been shown in several survey studies indicating MT is used in many aspects of language learning, both in and outside of class (Briggs, 2018; Clifford et al., 2013; Jolley & Maimone, 2015). Recent studies find that on average more than 90% of language students use MT, and more than half of them use them regularly (more than once a week) (Delorme Benites et al., 2021; Kok Wei, 2021). Studies also document the students’ recognition of practical benefits of MT, including fast and free access (Garcia & Pena, 2011), quick correction of spelling and grammar errors (Ducar & Schocket, 2018) and capability of multimodal inputs (Niño, 2020). In the context of second or foreign language (L2) learning, MT is commonly used for looking up the meaning of words for reading, translating L2 texts for comprehension, vocabulary learning, finding a translation of words in one’s first language (L1) and checking grammar for writing, checking pronunciation for oral presentations (Briggs, 2018, Clifford et al., 2013; Nugraha et al., 2019; Kok Wei, 2021). Among these, using MT tools to look up words seems most popular among learners (Briggs, 2018; Clifford et al., 2013). However, most of these studies are quantitative in nature. The details of how students use MT and how they perceive its role in language education have not been thoroughly investigated. Furthermore, recent studies involve the guided use of MT between specific language pairs, mostly among high proficiency learners. Thus, data is needed about how students of different languages at different levels of proficiency use MT.

Studies investigating language instructors’ understanding of how their students use MT for L2 study indicate mixed perceptions, suggesting teachers are not entirely up to date regarding the availability and quality of MT tools and remain sceptical about the effectiveness of MT for language learning as well as their implications for academic integrity (Clifford et al., 2013; Grove & Mundt, 2021; Jolley & Maimone, 2015; Lee, 2020; O’Neill, 2019; Vinall & Hellmich, 2021). For example, language instructors in Grove and Mundt’s (2021) study expressed acceptance of using MTs to look up words for L2 reading but were reserved about the MT use for writing, especially above word level.

The benefits (and drawbacks) of using MT for L2 writing have been extensively investigated. Improvements in students’ writing have been observed in terms of writing speed and fluency (Garcia & Pena, 2011; Ali & Alireza, 2014), accuracy (Chung & Ahn, 2021; Tsai, 2019), number of words written (Tsai, 2019), use of idiomatic language (Kol et al., 2018), and overall writing quality (Lee, 2020). Although using MT as a dictionary in pre-and during-writing processes seems to be most popular among students (Clifford et al., 2013; Lee, 2021), MT can also be used to check grammar such as conjugations, tenses, and other clues for contextual use of words (Briggs, 2018; Nugraha et al., 2019). Among these different uses of MTs for writing, Ahn and Chung (2020) observed that high-proficiency students more frequently used MT for vocabulary search, while grammar checking was more common among low-proficiency students. Studies also suggest that MT is effective in writing revision (Clifford et al., 2013; Briggs, 2018). These can be done by comparing students’ drafts in L2 and MT outputs (Lee, 2020; Tsai, 2020) and by conducting reverse translation (Shei, 2002; Xu, 2020).

One of the most prominent issues in this process is the accuracy of MT outputs and how students manage them. Studies investigating the accuracy of MT outputs found differences in terms of translation units (e.g., word or phrase vs sentence or paragraph), MT types, text types and language pair (Lee, 2021). Although students seem to be generally satisfied with the accuracy of MT outputs (Delorme Benit et al., 2021; Kok Wei, 2021), studies indicate that how students use MT outputs is significantly correlated with learners’ proficiency levels. Higher-proficiency learners seem to be more successful
in detecting and correcting errors in MT outputs and using MT outputs to revise their L2 writing (Chung, 2020; Lee & Briggs, 2020). Observation of students’ post-editing MT outputs revealed that lower-level students tend to focus on micro-level errors and lose sight of the larger context (Lee, 2017), while higher-proficiency students could effectively select better alternatives provided by MTs (Lee & Briggs, 2021). Chung and Ahn (2021) found low-proficiency students were more likely to accept MT outputs. Recent studies involving post-editing MT outputs report mostly positive writing quality outcomes and students’ perceptions of MT (Chung & Ahn, 2021; Lee & Briggs, 2021; Tsai, 2019). Compared to research on students’ proficiency levels, few studies investigate the differences associated with language pairs, and their findings seem sparse. Some studies examined the quality of Google Translate outputs and found differences in terms of intelligibility and accuracy rates favour alphabet-based languages compared to Asian languages (Aiken & Balan, 2011; Shadiev et al., 2019). Other studies detected the reduced accuracy in Google Translate outputs between syntactically distant language pairs such as Arabic and English, Japanese and English and Persian and English (Afshin & Alaeddini, 2016; Correa, 2014; Hui, 2020; Shadiev et al., 2019). Niño (2020), in her survey on MT effectiveness in conjunction with various task-based observations, also pointed out students’ perception of MT accuracy depends on the language pair and the direction of translation (p. 9). However, her study is limited in that only two students studying non-alphabet-based languages (Japanese and Arabic) participated. At this point, how students of different languages handle the MT accuracy issues is not researched extensively (Lee, 2020).

Studies on students’ perceptions about MT for L2 writing broadly indicate positive attitudes associating MT as a helpful and effective tool for L2 writing (Briggs, 2018; Chung & Ahn, 2021; Clifford et al., 2013; Niño, 2009, 2020; O’Neill, 2019). Lee’s (2021) meta-analysis of MT studies showed that students felt MT enabled them to better focus on the content, organisation, purpose, and conventions of their writing by aiding them with grammar and vocabulary. According to these studies, students reported that MT helped them increase their vocabulary, reduce grammatical errors, and gain confidence (Briggs, 2018; Lee, 2021). In addition, pedagogical benefits of MT include students’ critical thinking about language use (Garcia, 2010), metalinguistic awareness of L2 (Correa, 2014), autonomous and self-directed approach to learning (Tsai, 2020) and increased confidence (Lee, 2020; Niño, 2009). However, some uncertainties about MT use among students have also been acknowledged. These include concerns for accuracy of outputs (Lee, 2019), a sense of guilt in using MTs (Xu, 2021) and anxiety about the lack of clear guidelines (Vinall & Hellmich, 2021). The perceptions about the usefulness and effectiveness of MTs among students seem to correlate with some learner variables. Garcia and Pena (2011) and Briggs (2018) indicated that low proficiency learners reported increased confidence in their writing associated with their MTs use, while other studies found that low proficiency learners considered MT as confusing and daunting (Niño, 2020; O’Neill, 2013; Stapleton & Kin, 2019).

Among teachers, concerns about the quality of MT, characteristic of Google Translate before it transitioned to the neural system in 2016, still seem persistent (Henshaw, 2020; Lee, 2020). Students presenting outputs from MT as their own writing is considered unethical among language instructors (Clifford et al., 2013; Ducar & Schocket, 2018; Groves & Mundt, 2021). The assumption that students will develop a dependency on MT and use them indiscriminately is also a common concern, leading to the perception of MT as detrimental for language learning (Briggs, 2018; O’Neill, 2019).

At present, studies on students’ practice and perceptions of MTs mainly focus either on a specific MT tool such as Google Translate (Briggs, 2018; Kok Wei, 2021) or investigate general MT use (Clifford et al., 2013; Delorme Benites et al., 2021). Lee (2020), in her meta-analysis of existing MT studies, points out that the majority of studies examine a single language pair, with English-Spanish being the most common. Since there are increasing numbers of language-specific MT tools available and their quality is continuously improving, investigating MT use for different language pairs and different
proficiency levels is needed to understand what students do and think about MT. This should contribute to more detailed and meaningful information that can fill the gap in the existing research, which will lead to well-informed policy development about MT use in L2 classrooms in the 21st century. This study examines the following four research questions:

1. In which L2 contexts do language learners use MT? Do MT practices differ between students of different languages and levels of proficiency? How do their experiences relate to teacher expectations of MT use?
2. How do language learners use MT to support their L2 writing? Do MT writing practices differ between students of different languages and levels of proficiency?
3. How do language learners manage MT output? Do post-editing practices differ among students of different languages and levels of proficiency?
4. To what extent is MT perceived as a helpful L2 writing tool by language teachers and students of different languages and different levels of proficiency?

Method

This study uses a survey method to collect quantitative and qualitative data from language students and teachers at a tertiary institution in New Zealand. The preliminary analysis was presented in a previous publication (Alm & Watanabe, 2021).

Instruments

Initial survey questions for students and teachers drew on Niño (2009), Clifford et al. (2013), Briggs (2018) and Tsai (2020). Four language students who had recently completed advanced-level language courses at the authors’ institution were consulted to provide insights into their use of MT. The first version of the survey was pilot tested by five students who provided feedback. Since students were most familiar with the term Online Translator (OT), survey questions used OT to indicate machine translation. The final version of the student survey had 23 questions consisting of 12 single and multi-answer multiple-choice questions, seven Likert-scale questions and four open-ended questions. In addition, the multiple-choice questions had options for text entry for students to elaborate on their responses. Three sections of the survey were: 1) MT use for L2 learning in general, including frequency, types of devices, features of MT tools, and contexts of MT use (to assist reading, writing, speaking or listening); 2) MT use for L2 writing; 3) their perception about the helpfulness of MT.

The instructor survey contained 13 questions: three multi-answer questions, five open-ended questions and five Likert-scale questions. It was designed to collect data about their personal experience with MT, their perception of how students use MT for L2 study in general and L2 writing, their perception of the usefulness of MT. Some of the questions in the student survey were duplicated in the teacher survey with minor changes in wording to collect comparative data.

Participants and Data Collection

An email invitation to participate in the online survey was sent to 438 students taking foreign language courses at a tertiary education institution in Semester 1, 2021. Their responses were collected for three weeks. In the email, students were informed that their participation was voluntary and that those who participated would go into the draw to win a supermarket voucher. We received 150 responses from students of all languages (Chinese, French, German, Japanese, and Spanish) and all proficiency levels (beginner, intermediate, and advanced). Nine students were taking two language courses and thus, the total number of
participants across five languages and three levels was 159 (Table 1). These students were not included in our quantitative data analysis, but their text entries were included in the thematic coding of the qualitative data. Languages were coded as CHIN (Chinese), FREN (French), GERM (German), JAPA (Japanese) and SPAN (Spanish). In terms of proficiency, we used levels of language courses and coded first-year courses as beginner (B), second year as intermediate (I) and third year as advanced (A). Since the instructional language of the tertiary institution in this study is English, all the participants were proficient English speakers.

Twelve out of 14 language teachers agreed to participate in the survey. Three Chinese, two French, two German, two Japanese, and three Spanish instructors participated. Five teach beginner-level courses, six and eight at intermediate and advanced levels, respectively. The languages and the teaching level of participating instructors are summarised in Table 2.

Data Analysis

For this study, we selected survey questions relevant to our four research questions and applied quantitative and qualitative analysis. Quantitative data from survey questions were analysed by SPSS. Descriptive statistics of quantitative data were first generated for each question item, followed by a series of statistical tests. We used the following subcategories in terms of languages and proficiency levels to analyse student data.

Table 1  Survey Participants’ Language and Level: Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Response rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>35.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>59.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>159</strong></td>
<td><strong>36.30%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginner</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>27.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>35.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>59.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>159</strong></td>
<td><strong>36.30%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Survey Participants’ Language and Level: Teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Response rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>B, I, A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>B, I, A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>B, A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>B, I, A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>B, I, A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
<td><strong>88.33%</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Language groups

As discussed in the previous section, language pairs affect the quality of MT outputs (Goulet et al., 2017; Hui, 2020; Niño, 2020), which could impact the way students use MT. As most of our participating students speak English as their L1, writing systems not based on the alphabet are likely to pose some challenges to using MT. Thus, to examine the differences in MT use between students of alphabet-based languages and non-alphabet-based languages, we set up Asian and alphabet-based subgroups. Chinese and Japanese are coded as “non-alphabet-based” (NAB) and French, German and Spanish as “alphabet-based” (AB). Participants of our survey consisted of 44 students studying “non-alphabet-based” languages (30.6%) and 100 studying “alphabet-based” languages (69.4%).

Language levels

Of all the participants, 56 (35.22%) were enrolled at first-year level (beginner), 52 (32.70%) at second-year level (intermediate) and 51 (32.08%) at third-year level (advanced). Advanced-level students had the highest response rate (59.30%), followed by intermediate-level students (35.37%). For the statistical analysis, responses with two language choices (the nine students taking more than one language class at different levels) were deleted. For this reason, the number of language groups is 144 (44 non-alphabet-based, 100 alphabet-based), and 149 for language level (beginner 54, intermediate 50 and advanced 45).

Quantitative analysis

For the analysis of multiple-choice questions, we used Pearson’s Chi-Square test. Chi-square test is appropriate for analysing categorical data, and both independent variables (e.g., teachers vs students and non-alphabet-based languages vs alphabet-based languages) and dependent variables (multiple-choice response on MT use) are categorical. Two types of statistical analysis were used for Likert-scale items. In the analysis of two categorical independent variable comparisons (teacher vs student and non-alphabet-based language vs alphabet-based language students) Mann-Whitney U test was applied to examine whether the distribution of the dependent variables is the same for the two groups. A Kruskal-Wallis test was used to determine whether the differences between the scores of beginners, intermediate and advanced learners were statistically significant. Further, a post hoc test was performed to test pairwise comparisons between language levels.

Results with p < 0.05 were deemed statistically significant, meaning less than 5% probability that the null hypothesis is correct (i.e., no association). Thus, we reject the null and accept the alternative hypothesis. In this case, the alternative hypothesis is that there is an association between a type of person and response to these questions. To ensure the internal consistency of these multiple-item measurements, Cronbach’s alpha test was applied and considered scores of α > 0.7 as acceptable consistency except for one case, which showed α = .6 due to reverse coding.

Qualitative analysis

To add depth to our quantitative results, the qualitative data from open-ended survey questions were analysed using content analysis (Dörnyei & Taguchi, 2009). The responses from clarification questions (comments of Likert-scale items) and short answer questions were analysed by coding responses according to the themes that emerged from the data in relation to our research questions. The first author created an initial list of codes, which was then revised and verified by the second author. We agreed on codes, categories and themes (collaboratively using Excel on OneDrive) and on quotations to illustrate our findings. Further, categories were quantified using frequency counts to create graphs.
Results

MT Practices

Language teachers guessed that 83% of their students would use MT for their language assignments. The student survey confirmed that 89.3% were using MT for their language study, with a higher percentage for advanced (95.6%) and intermediate students (94%) as opposed to 79.6% of students who started their language studies in that semester, presenting a significant difference as a chi-square test showed, $\chi^2 (2, N = 149) = 8.25, p = .016$. The frequency of their MT use also increased with their proficiency level, but not significantly, with 23.8% of total participants using the tool daily, 56.4% a few times a week, and 19.8% less than once a week.

Depending on language and language level, students reported using different MT tools. Beginners of all languages almost exclusively used Google Translate. In contrast, students at higher proficiency levels complemented Google Translate with other translators, such as DeepL (German and French), or online dictionaries, such as Pleco (Chinese), Linguee (French, German), Word references and Reverso (French), Leo and Dict.cc (German), and SpanishDict (Spanish). Students at higher levels tended to use a wider variety of translation tools, in addition, or instead of Google Translate. A chi-square test revealed a significant association of the use of online dictionaries across proficiencies, $\chi^2 (2, N = 149) = 6.60, p = .037$.

Students reported accessing MT on both phones and computers. Students of non-alphabet-based languages reported higher usage of phones (81.8%) compared to students of alphabet-based languages (61%), representing a significant difference, $\chi^2 (1) = 6.02, p = .014$. Furthermore, the ability to use speech entries was mentioned as an advantage of phone use by Chinese and Japanese students, as “it is quicker than using the Japanese keyboard on my phone” (JAPA/B), and “helpful for characters that you can say but you don’t know the characters” (CHIN/A).

The preference for MT on computers increased with language proficiency (beginner 37%, intermediate 40%, and advanced 62.2%). The chi-square test confirmed a significant association between proficiency levels, with advanced learners being more strongly associated with MT on computers $\chi^2 (2, N = 149) = 7.23, p = .027$. Advanced learners explained their preference with the ability to switch more easily between applications and the clearer layout of web-based applications.

Comparison Student MT use and Teacher assumptions

Figure 1 displays the combined items of the student and teacher survey section on the reported use of MT in L2 contexts. The seven questions in multiple answer format were matched to compare teachers’ perceptions of students’ MT use and self-reported practices. Cronbach’s alphas for the teacher and student section were .75 and .66, respectively, indicating an acceptable level of reliability.

As depicted in Figure 1, students reported the use of MT for reading, not to translate entire texts, as anticipated by 50% of the teachers, but to look up words during reading. Teachers mainly expected students’ MT use for writing (83%), which was only the case for 58%. Students indicated MT use in listening contexts and to hear how words are pronounced (37%), a practice that only 8% of teachers envisaged. The chi-square tests showed significant differences between the teacher and student groups for the items on reading, $\chi^2 (1, N = 149) = 8.51, p = .004$, and pronunciation, $\chi^2 (1, N = 149) = 3.94, p = .04$. 
Comparison language groups

Twenty-six per cent of alphabet-based language students indicated using MT to look up words when listening to speech in L2, such as podcasts and videos, instead of only 9% students of non-alphabet-based languages, representing a statistically significant difference (Table 3). The qualitative data further suggests that the multimodal features of MT tools are mainly explored by students of non-alphabet-based languages, who reported using the photo and drawing features to input characters for translation, as explained by an advanced Japanese student: “If I am able to copy the kanji, I’ll paste it into Google Translate. If I can’t, I’ll write it on the drawing part of Google Translate, and sometimes I use the photo function and take a photo of the word or kanji” (JAPA/A).

Comparison language levels

Advanced learners are more likely to use MT to look up words while reading (beginners 55.6%, intermediate 72%, advanced 80%) with learners at higher levels looking up words when writing. Advanced learners were most likely to use MT for other purposes, providing examples for looking up words, “to check words I can’t find in my dictionary” (SPAN/A), correcting grammar “to check the syntax” (JAPA/A) and verifying understanding “After reading a text to check how well I did” (JAPA/I).

Table 3 Results for MT Use, Associations Between Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Sub-groups</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listening: to look up words when I listen to speech (e.g. podcasts, videos)</td>
<td>Language groups</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading: to look up words as I read</td>
<td>Language levels</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.027*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing: to look up words while I am writing</td>
<td>Language levels</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Language levels</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.03*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05
Most language students used MT to support their writing. However, MT writing practices differed among students of different languages and proficiency levels. The statistical analysis of the questionnaire section on MT use for L2 writing, consisting of four Likert-scale items from 1 (extremely likely) to 5 (extremely unlikely), Cronbach’s alpha (N = 4) .72, revealed significant differences of items 2 and 3 between students of non-alphabet-based and alphabet-based languages (Table 4). The results indicate that students of all languages use MT to look up words. However, students of alphabet-based languages are more likely to use MT to improve their writing pragmatically, grammatically, and stylistically than students of non-alphabet-based languages.

To establish differences between language levels, a Kruskal-Willis test was applied. It revealed significant differences among the three proficiency level groups (H = 6.368, p = .042) for item 2. The post hoc tests to examine pairwise comparisons further showed that the advanced group was significantly different to the intermediate group (p =.047) and the beginner group (p =.019). The intermediate and beginner groups were not significantly different (p =.695). This indicates that learners with higher proficiency levels are more likely to use MT to contextualise their word choices.

The qualitative data analysis provided further insights into L2 writing practices at different proficiency levels and between languages. Three practices could be identified: MT for 1) lexical searches, 2) grammar correction, and 3) proofreading.

**MT for lexical searches**

Findings indicate that beginners are more likely to use MT to look up individual words, as a novice learner of German explained, “to increase my understanding and vocabulary” (GERM/B). Some beginners from both alphabet-based and non-alphabet-based languages justified their practice, stating that MTs “are not good enough to do long or complex sentences” (CHIN/B) or “they are not reliable for translating longer sentences” (FREN/B). With increasing language knowledge, learners explored MT for words in context (considering contextual features of a sentence) and phrases (idiomatic expressions). An advanced
A learner of Japanese explained, “to see what synonyms the word has, and example sentences so I can see if it’s the right word to use (JAPA/A). The following example of an advanced student illustrates the use (and perceived capability) of MT for idiomatic language,

*Sometimes if I have a phrase in L1 that I am not sure if it is a widely used phrase across languages or an idiomatic phrase. IE ‘getting lost in my own thoughts’ this was a recent one I searched up to verify that it is also used in French. (FREN/A)*

Confirming the significant association of online dictionary use by advanced learners (noted earlier), advanced students of Spanish, French and German explained their use of SpanishDict, Reverso and Linguee to check “how a word should be used in a sentence” (SPAN/A), and “how people fit the phrase in a sentence” (FREN/A), to create their own sentences.

The analysis of MT for words, words in context, and phrases (Figure 2) shows a lower percentage of MT use at word level and a higher percentage of checking words in contexts and phrases by advanced learners. Proportionally more students of alphabet-based languages than non-alphabet-based languages (41% vs 32%) commented on the use of MT for lexical searches.

**MT for grammar correction**

Students of alphabet-based languages provided more and a wider variety of examples for MT for grammar correction than students of non-alphabet-based languages (30% vs 16%). Beginners of all languages provided more examples for grammar applications (33%), followed by intermediate level learners (27.5%) and advanced learners (16.2%), as illustrated in Figure 3. Some alphabet-based language students used MT to check on conjugations (N = 12), as this intermediate Spanish student who used MT “To find the root word in L2 so that I can then conjugate it. Sometimes I use it to find out the conjugation especially if it’s an irregular verb” (SPAN/I), to correct syntactical errors (N = 7), “Since the structure of español sentences are very different to English, I sometimes get confused in which order the words go in, so I usually google the sentence to understand what order of the words” (SPAN/B) or to look up tenses, gender, adjective agreement, and accents.

![Figure 2](image)  *MT use for L2 writing compared by language level.*
Some students used MT to proofread their texts. This practice was reported proportionally more often by students of non-alphabet-based languages (24% vs 11%), as Figure 4 shows. Many students used reverse translation (translating their L2 text back into their L1) to ensure their writing made sense. An advanced Spanish student explained, “Pasting whole sentences (I have already written in Spanish), to make sure they sound ok when translated back into English. (Usually, if the sentence sounds odd in English, then I might have made a mistake in the Spanish version)” (SPAN/A). A Chinese student describes the rationale for translating the translation back into the L2, “flicking back to L2 after converting to L1 makes a better sentence or introduces new words” (CHIN/B). Advanced students provided more examples of MT for proof-reading, such as this Japanese learner who would not use MT for grammatical improvement, “Google translate isn’t a great source of syntactical advice but if it does understand a complex sentence, it is likely that such a sentence is grammatical” (JAPA/A).

### Dealing with MT Output

Language learners differed in their assessment of MT output and their ability to manage it. The two items of the MT output section, *I trust the output of an OT for L2 writing* and *OTs are insufficiently accurate to be useful for L2 writing* (reversed) (Cronbach’s Alpha .58) on Likert-scale from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree) show the differences between both language groups and proficiency levels.

![Figure 3](image3.png)

**Figure 3** MT for L2 grammar correction compared by language and language level.

**MT for proofreading**

![Figure 4](image4.png)

**Figure 4** MT for proofreading compared by language and language level.
A Mann-Whitley test revealed that students of non-alphabet-based languages (Mdn = 3) were less trusting of MT output than students of alphabet-based languages (Mdn = 2), ($U = 1132.500$, $p = .022$). A Japanese student went as far as describing MT as “dodgy and inaccurate most of the time” (JAPA/I). Students of both non-alphabet-based and alphabet-based languages provided an interesting perspective. A third-year student of Japanese and German describes her experiences of MT with both languages:

For Japanese, when translating a long sentence, OT like google translate usually only gives an idea of what the sentence looks like and most likely the output sentence it is full of error or doesn’t make any sense if the sentence is too complex and complicated ... However German-English on google translate are relatively accurate no matter the sentence is complex or not. (JAPA/A and GERM/A)

She explained the difference between the different grammar systems of the languages, “Translate language with relatively well-structured grammar seems to be more accurate with OT. eg Ger-English. language like chinese/Jpn that have more flexible grammar items are harder to translate well with OTs” (JAPA/A and GERM/A).

The analysis of the second item, OTs are insufficiently accurate to be useful for L2 writing, showed marginal significance between languages ($U = 1700.500$, $p = .052$) but significant differences across proficiency levels. Beginners (Mdn = 3) are significantly more likely to say OTs are insufficiently accurate to be useful for L2 writing compared to advanced students (Mdn = 4), ($H = 7.897$, $p = .006$).

The qualitative data of the open-ended question on the students’ handling of MT output (copy and paste vs double-checking) illustrate the impact of perceived MT quality on post-editing practices. Figure 5 illustrates the differences between languages and between proficiency levels.

Copy and paste practices decrease with developing proficiency, although it depends on specific writing contexts. Students reported using copy and paste mainly for single words. An advanced Spanish student admitted, “I copy and paste but I’ll read the sentence and see if it looks right to me” (SPAN/A). A student of French and Japanese explained, “google translate (on browsers) has a function where common phrases’ approved translations pop up automatically. I trust those” (FREN/A, JAPA/I). A Japanese student explained that they avoid copy and pasting because it “changes the format” (JAPA/I). Double-checking practices vary according to proficiency, with beginners seeking confirmation of accuracy primarily in

![Handling of MT output](image-url)
textbooks and class notes. In contrast, learners of higher proficiencies consult a wider range of language tools and apply strategies that involve their own knowledge, showing evidence that they interact with the output through reverse translation and input modification (Table 5 in Appendix A).

**MT as a Helpful L2 Writing Tool**

Language learners at all levels find MT helpful for L2 writing (Mdn = 2), and teachers recognise that their students find them helpful (Mdn = 2). Although the distribution over the Likert-scale from 1 (extremely helpful) to 5 (not at all helpful) differs, with a standard deviation of .53 for teachers, vs .95 for students (Figure 6), a Mann-Whitney test confirmed that there is no significant difference ($U = 419.500$, $p = .358$) between student and teacher responses. The reasons for the perceived helpfulness, however, seems to differ. While teachers agree with the item *Students feel they do not need to learn to write in L2 because OTs can do the work* (Mdn = 2), students disagree strongly (Mdn = 5) and significantly ($U = 1227.500$, $p = .001$) with the corresponding item.

Students also differed amongst subgroups in their responses to the question *OTs are helpful for L2 writing*. A Mann-Whitney test revealed a moderate association between languages. Alphabet-based language students are significantly more likely to say OTs are helpful for L2 writing compared with non-alphabet-based language students ($U = 909.500$, $p = .043$), possibly because they trust more in their output.

There is also a significant association between proficiency levels. A Kruskal-Wallis test indicated significant differences amongst language levels ($H = 10.644$, $p = .005$). The pairwise comparisons further showed that the advanced group was significantly different to the intermediate group ($p = .032$) and the beginner group ($p = .001$).

The differences in perceived helpfulness led us to compare teachers and high proficiency learners, which showed a different picture from the initial student-teacher comparison (Figure 7). A Mann-Whitney test revealed that the differences between advanced learners and teachers are significant ($U = 79.500$, $p = .018$).

Further, a Kruskal-Wallis test which compared the responses from teachers and all three proficiency groups confirmed significant differences among levels stated above ($H = 12.001$, $p = .007$). The pairwise comparisons between advanced students and all groups are visually represented in Figure 8.

![Figure 6](image_url)  
*Figure 6* Descriptive statistics: Teacher and student responses on perceived helpfulness of MT for L2 writing.
Each node shows the sample average rank of each group. Advanced-level students, who have the lowest mean rank (MR = 46.26), are significantly more likely to say OTs are helpful for L2 writing compared with beginners (MR = 71.09) and intermediate level students (MR = 62.40), as well as teachers (MR = 70.67).

The qualitative analysis established that high-proficiency learners find MT helpful because of its convenience and the guidance it provides in the writing process. They also address the need to use MT critically, which involves abstaining from bulk translation, being aware of MT dependency, and the need to assess

Figure 7  Descriptive statistics: Teacher and advanced learner responses on perceived helpfulness of MT for L2 writing.

Figure 8  Pairwise Comparisons of teachers and students: responses on perceived helpfulness of MT for L2 writing.
output (Table 6 in Appendix B). However, learners of lower levels of proficiency also provided valuable insights. Highlighting the convenience of MT, a beginner compared MT to calculators, “Much like using an online calculator to check maths questions” (SPAN/B). An intermediate learner of Chinese noted that MT tools provide guidance when a teacher is not available, or students seek to model their writing on native speaker examples, and therefore “contribute to the learning process.” Two intermediate French students wrote about the need to “interpret” and “critically assess” MT output. Some argued that a “certain level of language” is necessary to assess the output. Even beginners have provided examples of skilful MT use, such as breaking down sentences in recognisable chunks (GERM/B), indicating that they have their “brain switched on,” a crucial component of MT use, as pointed out by an advanced French student.

Discussion

The Different Contexts of MT Use (RQ1)

The results support studies that established frequent and extensive use of MT amongst language students (Briggs, 2018; Delorme Benites et al., 2021; Kok Wei, 2021). We further found that MT use increases with language proficiency. More advanced learners also employ various MT tools, while beginners mainly rely on Google Translate. At higher proficiency levels, students tend to use MT tools in addition to Google Translate based on the corpora of their L2 and language-specific online dictionaries, which increasingly incorporate NMT.

Students use MT in a variety of L2 contexts. Contrary to teacher expectations that students (mis)use MT for bulk translation of L2 texts and in L2 writing, reflecting a traditional approach to classroom-based language learning based on reading and writing, students use MT in multimodal learning contexts and to make use of multimodal features. Similar to Niño (2020), we found that students use the sound output as an aid for pronunciation.

Students of French, German and Spanish reported using MT in multimodal learning contexts when listening to podcasts or viewing videos. This might be due to the higher availability of resources for learners of these languages or the higher accessibility of authentic resources for students of these alphabet-based languages, as they are deemed easier to learn and understand than Chinese or Japanese. Students of non-alphabet-based languages might also find it more difficult to spell an unknown word or phrase to look it up.

However, the multimodal features of MT tools are mainly explored by students of non-alphabet-based languages, who reported using the photo and drawing features on their phones to input characters for translation. Niño (2020) similarly detected a minority of students using MT for “picture translation of non-Latin script languages” in an informal setting (p. 7). Greater use of phones among non-alphabet-based language students reveals the challenges of the non-alphabetical writing system of Chinese and Japanese, which might be overcome using flexible input methods such as voice recognition, image capture, and the drawing pad.

MT for L2 Writing (RQ2)

For most language learners, MT tools replace conventional dictionaries during the writing process. Our results confirm observations of pre-and-post-NMT studies (Clifford et al., 2013; Lee, 2021) which all found that students use MT to look up words, a practice also endorsed by most teachers. Like Briggs (2018), we established that students use MT to improve their writing pragmatically and grammatically. We found that learners with higher proficiency levels are more likely to use MT to contextualise their word choices, a practice also shown in Ahn and Chung (2020) and Ryu et al. (2022). Furthermore,
MT use for grammatical corrections seems particularly appealing for learners at lower proficiency levels, as Ahn and Chung (2020) observed. Relating to alphabet-based languages (French and Spanish), Ducar and Schocket (2018) point out that “GT is so good at conjugating that it often allows lower-level students to produce complicated verb tenses that have not yet been studied” (pp. 782–783). In contrast, for non-alphabet-based languages, Lee and Briggs (2021) found that Korean English learners of lower proficiency levels used MT to correct minor errors associated with definite and indefinite articles and placement of prepositions while giving up on correcting more complex global errors. The reluctance to resort to MT for grammatical corrections expressed mainly by Japanese students in our study might be explained by the difference in syntax between English and non-alphabet-based languages, which could cause extra challenges for non-alphabet-based language learners. Hui (2020) found issues in distinguishing written and spoken styles (affects the choice of plain/polite forms), translating sentences with missing subject or object, detecting contextual switching of pronouns and proper nouns and idiomatic expressions. These language features permeate all levels of Japanese writing and frequently pose challenges to English learners of Japanese.

MT for proofreading emerged in our study as a widespread practice, reported proportionally more often by students of non-alphabet-based languages and mainly by students at higher levels. Our participants reported using MT to compare their L2 drafts with MT output. Their developed language skills allow high-proficiency learners, as noted by Lee and Briggs (2021), to “notice key differences between their L2 texts and MT outputs and to use that information to effectively detect and treat errors in their L2 composition” (p. 29). Many students also used reverse translation as a way to ensure their writing made sense or to improve it. Xu (2021) observed that students repeated these processes until they had acceptable results. In these cases, Lee (2021) suggests that MT could function “similar to peer-editing” (p. 168) at least at word or sentence level by generating immediate and personalised feedback.

MT Output and the Ability to Manage It (RQ3)

The accuracy of MT output depends on several factors, including the MT tool itself, the suitability of the tool for a specific language pair, the source text, and the input units (words as opposed to phrases or bulk texts) (Lee, 2021). Our participants differed in their assessment of MT output and their ability to manage it. Students of non-alphabet-based languages were generally less trusting of MT and explained their position with the more complex grammatical system of non-alphabet-based languages. They seemed less reliant on MT for this reason. However, recent studies on syntactically distant language pairs, such as Korean and English, indicate that the accuracy of MT output is continuously improving (Lee, 2022).

Low-proficiency learners were generally also more critical of the accuracy of MT output. Their position, however, is likely to relate to their limited language skills and inability to discriminate correct from erroneous output. In addition, their understanding of MT seems to be informed by pre-NMT. They accept (and copy) translations at the word level yet avoid output at sentence level, which, in fact, produces more accurate results with NMT (Ducar & Schocket, 2018).

However, learners at higher levels of proficiency are less critical of MT output and seem to have a better understanding of how they work. They are also better equipped to detect and correct errors in the output and learn from the output that offers new lexical and grammatical information (cf. Chung, 2020; Lee & Briggs, 2020). In addition, our participants commented on a variety of strategies to double-check MT output with other tools and resources. Further, the use of repeated reverse translation and input manipulation indicates that advanced learners “interact with the machine,” as Bowker (2021, p. 28) put it. Examples provided by students, such as chunking and rewording (see examples in Table 5 in Appendix A), indicate that some learners are able to combine their advanced understanding of the L2 with their understanding of how MT works, demonstrating MT literacy.
MT as a Helpful Tool for L2 Writing

MT literacy has been defined by Bowker (2020) as the ability to use MT critically. As she puts it, “Using machine translation is easy. Using it critically requires thought” (p. 28). Both aspects are represented in participants’ responses on MT helpfulness for L2 writing. The perception of MT as being easy is shared by most. Students appreciate the convenience of an accessible language tool. Teachers, however, seem to be of the view that MT makes L2 writing too easy for language learners, anticipating negative impacts on language learning development, MT dependency (cf. O’Neill, 2019) and fearing issues of academic integrity (cf. Groves & Mundt, 2021), and the undermining effect of their own authority (cf. Vinall & Hellmich, 2021).

Student responses, however, provide a different picture. The statistical arrow in Figure 8, headed by advanced language learners, takes symbolic meaning, suggesting that this group of students is leading the way for critical MT use. It does not seem to be a coincidence that advanced-level students present the highest response rate (59.30%) of the survey. Their comments on MT helpfulness for L2 writing provide valuable insights into the awareness of students of MT in supporting language learning development, as MT is not only easy to use but also offers constructive guidance during the writing process, which often takes place in the absence of a teacher, leading in many cases to lexical and grammatical improvement (cf. Briggs, 2018), enhancement of metalinguistic awareness (Correa, 2014), and as Tsai (2020) found, support of autonomous learning. Advanced students in particular seem cognisant of the detrimental effect of MT use for bulk translation and MT dependency on language development and the need to assess outputs critically.

The insights gained from student responses suggest that the concerns of many teachers about negative impacts of MT use on language learning, and fears about their status in the language classroom are largely unsubstantiated. Rather, they highlight the urgent need for MT literacy development for both teachers and students, possibly headed by advanced and experienced language learners, paving the way to new pedagogies in language learning.

Conclusion

In 2010, Garcia entitled his article on the benefits of the Google Translator Toolkit for translation Is machine translation ready yet? Evoking the utopian dream of a universal translator, Garcia, in fact, referred to the readiness of Google Translate for machine translation post-editing (MTPE), a translation technique in which machine translation serves as the basis for subsequent editing by (human) translators. Similarly, earlier studies have shown that inaccurate MT can support language learning, as it requires learners to actively engage with the output, supporting the development of meta-cognitive language skills (Correa, 2014). With the emergence of highly accurate machine translation services, such as Google Translate and DeepL, the question of readiness seems to target the humans rather than the machine. Are translators, teachers, and students ready to adapt and develop the skills to use MT critically and allow MT to be powerful guides in the language learning process?

From our perspective, MT literacy includes an understanding of the functional aspects of MT. Only a few students from our cohort took advantage of the multimodal features Google Translate provides. The practicality of the voice input for learners of non-alphabet-based languages or the ability to draw characters instead of typing them are just two examples that illustrate how the technology can extend traditional learning practices. Technical features become affordances for language learning as learners discover how they can use these features to suit their personal learning contexts.

Our study has also shown that many teachers and students are still stuck in pre-NMT times and don’t necessarily understand how Google Translate, DeepL and Naver Papago differ from online dictionaries. An understanding of the systems that power MT, working on sentence rather than word level, is another technical aspect of MT literacy.
Several studies report on the benefits of MT training (Faber & Turrero-Garcia, 2020; Hellmich, 2020; O’Neill, 2019) and on the development of students’ MT literacy. The findings of our study suggest that teachers also need to upskill and be trained in functional and critical MT use. As effective users of MT, they will be able to design language learning activities using the strength of MT, suitable for language learners of different languages and at different levels of proficiency.
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### Appendixes

**Appendix A**

**Table 5 Qualitative Analysis: Double-checking MT Output**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code and count</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>Native speakers (4)</td>
<td>friends who are Chinese (CHIN/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a native speaker on an online forum like reddit or duolingo forums (FREN/I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peers (3)</td>
<td>Spanish speaking husband (SPAN/B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher (3)</td>
<td>asking friends in class (JAPA/I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>email lecturer (JAPA/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Online dictionaries (11)</td>
<td>other sites e.g. LineDict (CHIN/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other OTs (6)</td>
<td>using a context translator (e.g. Reverso context) (FREN/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Word</td>
<td>using 2 different OTs for clarification (FREN/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other sites, incl. Google (9)</td>
<td>typing in into the Word document (FREN/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Google it (SPAN/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>Class materials/ textbook/ notes (20)</td>
<td>looking at notes from class or in textbook (SPAN/B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>Own knowledge (17)</td>
<td>modify the outputs to fit what I already know (GERM/I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reverse translation (13)</td>
<td>swap the language a couple times once I’ve written something (GERM/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changing input (4)</td>
<td>break down sentences into smaller units (SPAN/I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>changing the context around the desired word to see how it changes (FREN/I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>reword the L1 sentence a few times to make sure the context of the translation is correct (GERM/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>putting smaller phrases from a bigger phrase and seeing if they are translated the same (SPAN/I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Listening to output</td>
<td>listening to it (JAPA/A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6  Qualitative Data for Perceived Usefulness of MT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faster than dictionary</td>
<td>I think without them I would find it a lot harder to complete writing assignments as they are so quick and easy to use, rather than having to use a dictionary which is extremely time consuming (GERM/A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides guidance</td>
<td>Yes I do, often we don’t have the time to go to the office hours and ask the tutors for help … (CHIN/A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helps improve the accuracy of writing for learning purposes – and helps students to learn more about writing (FREN/A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It helps us to learn to write like a native speaker, produce writing that flows better (FREN/A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>… used as a resource in conjunction with a base writing ability in the language, using OTs provides a lot of room for a greater development of writing confidence and vocabulary (JAPA/A, SPAN/A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid bulk translation</td>
<td>Helps with specific words or grammar points but should not be used for whole sentences or paragraphs otherwise you are hindering your learning (FREN/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I would never use google translate or ‘bulk translate’ a passage. I trust dictionaries more than a bulk translator (FREN/A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid OT dependency</td>
<td>They’re great, but it’s important not to rely on them…. Useful in moderation! Better not to have access to them in test conditions, as it challenges you more to use your own brain (FREN/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It’s up to the individual student … to monitor their own reliance on OT or lack thereof and the effect that that has on their language learning (FREN/A, JAPA/I).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to interpret / assess output</td>
<td>You can only really use these websites if you have a certain level of language to begin with. So, they are helpful for learning new vocabulary etc. but you still have to have your brain switched on (FREN/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I find that OTs work successfully in conjunction with an individual’s existing foundational writing ability and can offer the opportunity to expand one’s vocabulary (JAPA/A, SPAN/A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For my french level now, I would rather switch to google.fr (French google) and search up a topic related to what it is I am writing about to see how native speakers have gone about writing on the topic (FREN/A).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>